The question of whether object representations in the human brain are object-centered or viewer-centered has motivated a variety of experiments with divergent results. A key issue concerns the visual recognition of objects seen from novel views. If recognition performance depends on whether a particular view has been seen before, it can be interpreted as evidence for a viewer-centered representation. Previous experiments used unfamiliar objects to provide the experimenter with complete control over the observers previous experience with the object. In this study, we tested whether human recognition shows viewpoint dependence for the highly familiar faces of well known colleagues and for the observer's own face. We found that observers are poorer at recognizing their own profile, whereas there is no difference in response time between frontal and profile views of other faces. This result shows that extensive experience and familiarity with one's own face is not sufficient to produce viewpoint invariance. Our result provides strong evidence for viewer-centered representation in human visual recognition even for highly familiar objects.
Introduction
Viewpoint dependent recognition has been reported for several classes of novel objects using a number of experimental paradigms (Bülthoff and Edelman 1992; Rock 1973; Tarr 1995) . Recognition of unfamiliar faces also is clearly viewpoint dependent (Hill and Bruce 1996; Hill et al 1997; Troje and Bülthoff 1996) . Other authors, in contrast, found viewpoint invariant recognition in studies using both novel and familiar objects (Biederman and Gerhardstein 1993) . Viewpoint dependence is often taken as evidence for viewer-centered as opposed to object-centered mental representations (Marr and Nishihara 1978; for Viewpoint dependent recognition of familiar faces February 1, 1999 3 a review, see also: Ullman 1996). However, even for object-centered representations such as feature spaces or 3D structural descriptions, one can expect to find some viewpoint dependence because particular views may provide more information about an object than others. This is in particular the case for viewpoint dependence measured in terms of view canonicallity (Palmer et al 1981) . Biederman and Gerhardstein (1993) memory (Tulving 1985) and it is therefore problematic to use results obtained from experiments using unfamiliar objects to draw conclusions about the representation of familiar objects.
To study the mental representation of familiar objects, one would like to be able to directly test the ability to generalize from familiar to novel views for familiar objects. The conundrum is how to find objects that have been identified many times in everyday life, but only from a restricted range of viewpoints. There are relatively few objects in the world that we are highly familiar with from certain views but not from others. One of them is our own face, which we experience from the daily glance into the mirror.
Typically, one has a disproportionately high exposure to near-frontal views of one's own face as seen in a mirror. The range of viewpoints is restricted by our ocular-motor system (ca. +/-40 degs; Robinson 1981) , and apart from relatively rare situations (e.g. photographs and mirror arrangements at the barbershop), we do not see our own face in profile view. Nevertheless, the range of possible viewpoints is large enough in principal to provide enough information to reconstruct the full 3D structure of the head and thus all possible views (Koenderink and van Doorn 1991; Ullman and Basri 1991) . If the visual system is able to use this information to establish an object-centered representation for familiar faces, the difference between the distribution of views seen from one's own face compared with the distribution of views seen from other familiar faces should not influence recogni- 
Material and Methods
Stimuli: We took color pictures of frontal and profile views of 26 members of our laboratory. The subjects were allowed to smile if they wanted to and they wore glasses if they did so normally. The pictures were all taken in front of a neutral grey wall. Images were digitized. The views ranged between 8 and 10 cm on a computer screen corresponding to a visual angle of about 6 degrees at the viewing distance of 85 cm.
Subjects:
The same 26 people that served as models for the pictures also participated as observers in the experiment. All of them had worked in the lab for more than three months, saw each other at least once a week in the regular lab meeting (but usually much more often) and knew each other well by name.
Procedure:
We used a naming paradigm measuring the time between stimulus onset and the beginning of the subject's response. Before the experiment, the procedure was explained in detail to the subjects while leaving them naive to the purpose of the experiment. We also prepared them not to be upset if they had a momentary memory block for a friend's name, an instance which happened to a few subjects once or twice. Before the experiment the subjects were shown a list of all occurring names, including their own, and they were asked to recall the corresponding people one by one. In addition, they were explicitly informed that the series of images would include images of themselves. 
Results
We measured response times for correct naming of frontal and profile views of 26 familiar faces including the subject's own face. Fig. 1 shows that response times to own's own face are faster than to other faces (F(1,25)=26.1, p<0.01), possibly due to greater familiarity with one's own name. There is also a main effect of face orientation (F(1,25)=13.2, (t(25)=1.9, p>0.05), whereas they are significantly slower to recognize profiles than frontal views of themselves (t(25)=3.3, p<0.005).
The procedure used to cope with the outliers excluded 53 data points. The outliers were mainly due to memory blocks, however, some of them were caused by speaking not loud enough to register a response. Not excluding the outliers yields longer response times to the faces of the other people but still no difference between frontal and profile views.
Response errors were extremely infrequent (mean error rate: 0.7%) and were not analyzed.
Discussion
The pronounced interaction between the two factors of interest is caused by a significantly longer time for naming one's own profile view compared to one's own frontal view. This result indicates that we are not able to use the range of normally available views of our own face to construct a viewpoint independent representation. More generally, the results suggest that evidence for viewer-centered representations that comes from several experiments using unfamiliar objects and faces can be generalized to highly familiar objects like one's own face.
Off course, the observed viewpoint dependency does not compellingly exclude the possibility of object-centered representations. Depending on the information available, an object-centered representation might be incomplete and thus would not provide the information needed to recognize the object from every possible view. However, considering an object-centered representation that is only based on the single views the system has been exposed to without making use of integrating them to achieve three-dimensional structural The data show two other outcomes that we want to mention. Firstly, we observe that the mean response time for other faces is significantly longer than the one for one's own face.
The task that subjects had to solve in this experiment contains actually two conceptually different parts: First, the face has to be recognized and subsequently a name has to be assigned to it. The difference in mean response times between other faces and one's own face is most likely due to greater familiarity to one's own name. Sometimes, access to a name even of a good friend may be blocked, but never to one's own name. In fact, all the trials excluded as outliers were trials in which other faces were shown.
There is also the possibility that the observed bias is of representational nature. In particular, when considering view-based representations, the question arises whether the name of a person is linked equally to all of the stored views or whether it is predominantly linked to particular views. Naming someone explicitly usually involves social interaction and thus an increased probability for seeing the person in frontal view. Although the connection between naming and social interaction is not true for one's own face, a general association of a person's name to his or her frontal view is not completely implausible and the faster naming of one's own face would then be based on the fact that this particular face is mainly represented in terms of its frontal view.
The second point we want to mention refers to the slight trend suggesting that even with other familiar faces there is a small advantage for frontal views. This trend is not significant in our data, but it is in accordance with findings by Bruce et al. (1987) as discussed Viewpoint dependent recognition of familiar faces February 1, 1999 9 above and it might reflect that even for other faces the distribution of views we are exposed to is not completely homogeneous.
There is still an ongoing discussion in the recent literature about the level on which differences between the processing of faces and the processing of other objects have to be described. We are aware that we have to be careful about extrapolating the conclusions of our results towards other object classes. 
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